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I.

COURT OF ARBITRATION, PERMANENT COMMITTEE FOR URGENT
MEASURES, SECRETARIAT OF THE COURT
Art. 1 - The AIA Court of Arbitration
1.

A Court of Arbitration (the “Court”) is established at the Italian Association for
Arbitration (Associazione Italiana per l’Arbitrato - AIA) for the administration of
arbitration proceedings in accordance with these Rules.

2.

The Court is composed of no fewer than three and no more than seven members.
The members are appointed by the AIA Council, which also appoints the Chair of the
Court (“Chair”) and, where it considers it appropriate, a Vice-Chair. The members of
XLI'SYVXLSPHSJ½GIJSVXLVII]IEVWERHXLI]QE]FIVIETTSMRXIH%XXLII\TMV]SJ
XLIXLVII]IEVTIVMSHIEGLQIQFIVWLEPPVIQEMRMRSJ½GIJSVWSPSRKEWRIGIWWEV]XS
complete his/her tasks.

3.

-RXLIIZIRXSJYVKIRXSVNYWXM½EFPIVIEWSRWXLIXEWOWSJXLI'SYVXQE]FIGEVVMIHSYX
by the Chair or, on the decision of the Chair, by one or more members of the Court.

4.

The Court, in the presence of at least three members, decides by a majority vote of
the members present; in case of a tie vote, the Chair has the casting vote. The Court
may also decide by telephone or online conference.

5.

Whenever requested, the Court may act as appointing authority of arbitrators,
conciliator, mediators, consultants.

Art. 2 - Permanent Committee for Urgent Measures
1.

The task of the Permanent Committee for Urgent Measures (the “Committee”) is to
issue orders in accordance with Article 17 of the Rules prior to the constitution of
the arbitral tribunal.

2.

8LI 'SQQMXXII MW GSQTSWIH SJ RS QSVI XLER WM\ QIQFIVW EPP ETTSMRXIH F] XLI
AIA Council, which also appoints the Chair of the Permanent Committee for Urgent
Measures (“Chair of the Committee”). The members of the Committee remain in
SJ½GIJSVXLVII]IEVWERHQE]FIVIETTSMRXIH%XXLII\TMV]SJXLIXLVII]IEVTIVMSH

IV
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IEGLQIQFIVWLEPPVIQEMRMRSJ½GIJSVWSPSRKEWRIGIWWEV]XSGSQTPIXILMWLIVXEWOW

2.

By agreeing to submit to an AIA arbitration, the parties undertake to comply with the
award and any other decision of the arbitrators and to accept and comply with the

3.

-RXLIIZIRXSJYVKIRXSVNYWXM½EFPIVIEWSRWXLIXEWOWSJXLI'SQQMXXIIQE]FIGEVVMIH

decisions of the Court including in relation to the arbitration costs and the arbitrators’

out by the Chair of the Committee or, on the decision of the Chair of the Committee,

JIIWERHI\TIRWIW

by one or more members of the Committee.
3.
4.

;LIREREVFMXVEXMSREKVIIQIRXMWGPIEVP]MRI\MWXIRXSVHSIWRSXLEZIIJJIGXMRVIWTIGX

The Committee, in the presence of at least three members, decides by a majority

of an AIA arbitration, the Court shall inform the parties that an arbitration under these

vote of the members present; in case of a tie vote, the Chair of the Committee has

Rules cannot take place.

the casting vote.
4.

1.

The Secretariat, through and under the direction of the Secretary General, performs

3RGI XLI ½PI LEW FIIR XVERWQMXXIH XS XLI EVFMXVEP XVMFYREP ER] HIGMWMSR EW XS XLI
jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal shall be taken by the arbitral tribunal itself.

Art. 3 - Secretariat of the Court

Art. 5 - Absence of an AIA Arbitration Agreement

the tasks set out in these Rules or delegated by the Court, adopting the relevant
measures.

-JEREVFMXVEXMSREKVIIQIRXHSIWRSXI\MWXFIX[IIRXLITEVXMIWSVMJXLIEKVIIQIRXHSIW
not refer to an AIA arbitration, the party with an interest in commencing an AIA arbitration

Moreover, the Secretariat:

may so request in the Request for arbitration in accordance with Article 6 of the Rules. If

a.

acts as Secretariat of the Court and of the Committee;

the Secretariat does not receive an acceptance of this request, included in the Answer to
the Request for arbitration, within 30 days of the date on which the Secretariat received the

b.

distributes notices and orders issued by the Court, the Committee, as well as its own

Request, the Secretariat shall inform the parties that an AIA arbitration cannot take place.

2.

orders, to the parties and to the arbitral tribunal, as well as to any other addressee
entitled to receive them;
c.

III. COMMENCEMENT OF THE ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS

receives from the parties and the arbitral tribunal copies of each submission and of
IEGLHSGYQIRXI\GLERKIHFIX[IIRXLITEVXMIWERHXLIEVFMXVEPXVMFYREP

d.

GVIEXIWERHQEMRXEMRW½PIWSJXLIEVFMXVEXMSRTVSGIIHMRKW

e.

MWWYIW GIVXM½IH GSTMIW SJ EGXW ERH HSGYQIRXW EX XLI VIUYIWX SJ XLI TEVXMIW EW

Art. 6 - Request for Arbitration
1.

II.

1.

2

MR%VXMGPISJXLI6YPIW8LI6IUYIWXWLEPPFI½PIHXSKIXLIV[MXLXLITE]QIRXSJXLI
½PMRKJIIWMREGGSVHERGI[MXL%VXMGPISJXLI6YPIW

GENERAL PROVISIONS
Art. 4 - The Arbitration Agreement
8LI'SYVXI\IVGMWIWMXWXEWOWTYVWYERXXSEREVFMXVEXMSREKVIIQIRX EVFMXVEXMSRGPEYWI
(clausola compromissoria) or agreement to arbitrate (compromesso) in writing that
refers to AIA arbitration or when the parties make a joint written request for an AIA
arbitration. A libero or irrituale arbitration shall take place only when the intention of
XLITEVXMIWXSLSPHXLMWX]TISJEVFMXVEXMSR[EWGPIEVP]I\TVIWWIHMR[VMXMRK

The Request for arbitration (the “Request”) shall be transmitted to the respondent
and to the Secretariat pursuant to the procedures and in the number of copies set out

[IPP EW HIGPEVEXMSRW ERH GIVXM½GEXMSRW VIPEXMRK XS XLI EVFMXVEXMSR TVSGIIHMRKW

2.

The Request shall contain:

a.

the name in full, description, address and other contact details of each of the parties;

b.

XLIEVFMXVEXMSREKVIIQIRX MJMXI\MWXW SVERMRZMXEXMSRXSXLIVIWTSRHIRXXSEGGITXER
AIA arbitration;

c.

all relevant particulars regarding the type of arbitration, rituale or irrituale, and
an indication of whether a decision in accordance with law or ex aequo et bono is
3
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d.

requested, and, in the event that a decision in accordance with law is requested, an

i.

indication of the rules of law applicable to the merits;
the place of arbitration, the number of arbitrators and the modalities for their

3.

The claimant, within 30 days from the date of receipt of the Answer containing a

appointment, and, if appropriate, the language of the arbitration;

counterclaim, may transmit a reply to the counterclaim (the “Reply to Counterclaim”)

e.

a description of the circumstances of the dispute giving raise to the claims, a statement
of the relief sought, and an estimate of the monetary value of the claims;

to the Secretariat and to the respondent, in accordance with the procedure and in the

f.
g.

EPMWXSJXLIHSGYQIRXWERRI\IHERHXLIIZMHIRGIVIUYIWXIH
the details of the transmission of the request of arbitration to the respondent;

h.

XLIHIXEMPWSJXLITE]QIRXSJXLI½PMRKJIIWTYVWYERXXS%VXMGPISJXLI6YPIW

i.

the name in full, address and other contact details of the legal counsel representing
the claimant, if appointed, or of any person representing the claimant in the arbitration;

j.

the election of domicile for the purposes of the arbitration proceedings.

Art. 7 - Answer to the Request, Counterclaim and Reply to Counterclaim
1.

number of copies set forth in Article 9 of the Rules.
4.

Art. 8 - Application for Urgent Measures
1.

the issuance of the urgent measures set forth in Article 17 of the Rules.The application

The respondent shall have 30 days from the date of receipt of the Request to transmit

The Answer shall contain:

a.

the name in full, description, address and other contact details of the respondent;

b.

all relevant particulars regarding the type of arbitration, rituale or irrituale, and whether
a decision in accordance with law or ex aequo et bono is requested, and, in the event
that a decision in accordance with law is requested, an indication of the rules of law
applicable to the merits;

c.

the acceptance of the claimant’s proposal for AIA arbitration proceedings;

d.

the place of arbitration, the number of arbitrators and their appointment, and, if

shall be duly reasoned and supported by documents and shall be transmitted to the
Secretariat in two copies, together with proof of the payment of the intervention fees
set forth in the AIA Fees for Arbitration Services.
2.

Art. 9 - Transmission of Pleadings and Written Communications
1.

counterclaims, and an estimate of the monetary value of the counterclaims;
f.

EPPXLIERRI\IHHSGYQIRXWERHXLIIZMHIRGIVIUYIWXIH

g.

the details of the transmission of the Answer to the claimant;

h.

the name in full, address and other contact details of the legal counsel representing
the respondent, if appointed, or of any person representing the respondent in the
arbitration;

All the communications from and to the parties, their legal counsel and representatives,
the Court, the Secretariat, and the arbitral tribunal, as well as the communications
JVSQERHXSGSRWYPXERXWERHI\TIVXW EVIZEPMHP]QEHIMJXLI]LEZIFIIRWIVZIHWIRX
F]VIKMWXIVIHPIXXIV GSYVMIV IQEMP GIVXM½IHIQEMP 4)' SVF]ER]SXLIVETTVSTVMEXI
means of communication providing proof of receipt.

its defences, including a description of the circumstances of the dispute, a statement
of the relief sought, an estimate of the monetary value of the claims, and, if any, its

After the constitution of the arbitral tribunal, the application shall be directly transmitted
to each of the arbitrators, and a copy shall be sent to the Secretariat.

appropriate, the language of the arbitration;
e.

Before the constitution of the arbitral tribunal and in the presence of a Request for
AIA arbitration, any interested party may make an application to the Committee for

the procedure and in the number of copies set forth in Article 9 of the Rules.
2.

In the event that the respondent does not submit the Answer and deliberately fails to
take part in the proceedings, the arbitration shall proceed notwithstanding such failure.

its Answer (the “Answer”) to the Secretariat and to the claimant in accordance with

4

the election of domicile for the purposes of the arbitration proceedings.

2.

8LI6IUYIWXXLI%RW[IVERHXLI6ITP]XS'SYRXIVGPEMQXSKIXLIV[MXLXLIERRI\IH
documents, shall be sent to the Secretariat – one copy for each arbitrator and one
additional copy – and to the respondent by the means of communication indicated
in the foregoing paragraph; in the event that the number of arbitrators has not been
determined, and for as long as the number remains undetermined, two copies shall be
sent to the Secretariat – although additional copies may subsequently be requested.
5
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3.

3RGIXLI½PILEWFIIRXVERWQMXXIHXSXLIEVFMXVEPXVMFYREPXLITEVXMIWWLEPPWIRHEPPSJ

5.

-RI\GITXMSREPGEWIWMRGPYHMRKJSVXLITYVTSWIWSJ½\MRKXLIJIIWERHI\TIRWIWSJXLI

the pleadings and written communications directly to the arbitrator or arbitrators, with

EVFMXVEPXVMFYREP XLI7IGVIXEVMEXQE]I\GIIHXLIPMQMXWWIXJSVXLMRXLI%-%*IIWJSV

a copy to the respondent.

Arbitration Services and the AIA Arbitrators Fees, provided always that the power to
½\XLIEVFMXVEXMSRGSWXWVIWXW[MXLXLI'SYVXMREGGSVHERGI[MXL%VXMGPIWERH

4.

of the Rules.

All the parties’ pleadings and written communications as well as the orders and
communications by the arbitral tribunal, the Court and the Secretariat shall also be
sent to the party who deliberately failed to appear in the proceedings.

6.

)\GITXEWSXLIV[MWITVSZMHIHJSVF]%VXMGPISJXLI6YPIW XLIEHZERGISRGSWXW
shall be paid to the Secretariat in equal shares by the claimant and the respondent
within 15 days of receipt of the relevant request or within such other time limit set

Art. 10 - Time Limits

by the Secretariat. Either party may pay the entire advance on costs if the other party
fails to pay its share.

Unless otherwise provided, the time limits set forth in these Rules, or by the arbitral tribunal
HYVMRKXLIEVFMXVEXMSRTVSGIIHMRKW QE]FII\XIRHIHF]XLI'SYVX XLI7IGVIXEVMEXSVXLI
arbitral tribunal, in accordance with their respective powers, I\SJ½GMS or upon reasoned

7.

Art. 11 - Filing Fees and Advance to Cover the Costs of the Arbitration

If the parties fail to pay the advance on costs set by the Secretariat, the Court may
declare the proceedings terminated.

application by one of the parties or the arbitral tribunal.
8.

If, in the case of a counterclaim or related claims that have been joined for adjudication
in the same arbitration proceedings pursuant to Article 15 of the Rules, the provisional

1.

8LIGPEMQERXWLEPPTE]XSXLI7IGVIXEVMEXXLI½PMRKJIIWMRXLIEQSYRXMRHMGEXIHMRXLI

advance on costs has not been paid in full, each party may request the Secretariat to

AIA Fees for Arbitration Services and shall provide evidence of the payment in the

determine separately the amount of the advance with respect to each claim.

Request; these fees shall not be reimbursed by AIA in any circumstances.
9.
2.

AIA shall have the arbitration proceedings proceed only with respect to the claims,

7YFWIUYIRXP]XLI7IGVIXEVMEXWLEPP½\XLIEQSYRXSJXLITVSZMWMSREPEHZERGISRGSWXW

main claim or counterclaim, or to the related claims joined in the same arbitration

and the deadline for payment by the parties, having regard to the claims set forth
in the Request, to any counterclaims as well as to any related claims that have been

proceedings, for which the corresponding advance on costs has been paid. Any claim

joined for adjudication in the same arbitration proceedings pursuant to Article 15 of

[MXLHVE[RERHXLITEVXMEPEHZERGIWLEPPFIVIMQFYVWIHRIXSJI\TIRWIW

for which the advance on costs has not been paid in full shall be deemed to have been

the Rules, and applying the AIA Fees for Arbitration Services and the AIA Arbitrators
*IIW8LMW EQSYRX WLEPP FI YWIH XS GSZIV XLI JIIW ERH I\TIRWIW SJ XLI EVFMXVEXSVW

10. -JXLIEVFMXVEPXVMFYREPETTSMRXWERI\TIVX XLII\TIVXWLEPPRSXGSQQIRGILMWEGXMZMX]

(including the secretary’s fees, if any), also in relation to the proceedings pursuant to

until the parties, or one of them, have paid the advance requested by the Secretariat in

%VXMGPISJXLI6YPIW XLIEHQMRMWXVEXMZIGLEVKIW ERHXLIJIIWERHI\TIRWIWSJXLI

EREQSYRXXLEXMWI\TIGXIHXSGSZIVXLIJIIWERHI\TIRWIWSJXLII\TIVX7YFWIUYIRXP]

I\TIVXETTSMRXIHF]XLIEVFMXVEPXVMFYREPMJER]
3.

The Secretariat may request further advances on costs, as appropriate.

4.

The Secretariat, where appropriate, may request a deposit from the claimant only, or,

if needed, the Secretariat may request additional sums.
11. The costs of the arbitration shall be determined by the Court pursuant to Articles 27
and 28 of the Rules.

if there are counterclaims or related claims pursuant to Article 15 of the Rules, from
the relevant claimants. This deposit is an advance on any amounts due for the rest of
the arbitration proceedings.
6
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IV. THE ARBITRAL TRIBUNAL

6.

If there are more than two parties or three arbitrators, the Court shall establish, so far
as necessary, the number of arbitrators and the procedure for their appointment. In this

Art. 12 - Appointment and Confirmation of the Arbitrators

case, the Court may directly appoint the arbitrators. The Court shall also increase the
number of arbitrators where the parties have indicated an even number of arbitrators.

1.

The disputes shall be decided by a sole arbitrator or by three arbitrators, unless the
parties have agreed or the Court has decided otherwise.

7.

Where new proceedings are commenced following the setting aside of the award,
the arbitrators are appointed in accordance with this Article, without prejudice to the

2.

Where the parties have agreed that the dispute shall be resolved by a sole arbitrator,

possibility for the Court to provide for different modalities.

they may, by agreement, nominate the sole arbitrator, communicating such nomination
XSXLI7IGVIXEVMEX[MXLMRXLIXMQIPMQMXTVSZMHIHJSVXLI½PMRKSJXLI%RW[IVSV[MXLMR

8.

any such additional time limit as may be allowed by the Secretariat upon request by

All notices regarding the nomination and appointment of an arbitrator shall include the
arbitrator’s name, address and curriculum vitae.

the parties. If the parties fail to nominate the sole arbitrator, the appointment shall be

3.

made by the Court.

Art. 13 - Statement of Acceptance, Independence and Impartiality of the Arbitrators

Where the parties have agreed that the dispute shall be resolved by three arbitrators,

1.

Within 10 days from his/her nomination, each arbitrator shall give notice to the Court

each party shall nominate, in the Request and in the Answer respectively, or, however,

of his/her acceptance using the application form provided by the Secretariat. In the

[MXLMRXLIXMQIPMQMXJSVXLI½PMRKSJXLI%RW[IV SRIEVFMXVEXSV -JSRISJXLITEVXMIW

form the arbitrator shall declare, in addition to what is required under Article 33 of the

fails to nominate an arbitrator, the appointment shall be made by the Court.The Court

Rules, his/her independence and impartiality as well as any circumstances which might

shall appoint the third arbitrator who shall act as president of the arbitral tribunal,

MR¾YIRGILMWLIVMRHITIRHIRGIERHMQTEVXMEPMX]MRTIVJSVQMRKLMWLIVHYXMIW

unless the parties agreed that the president of the arbitral tribunal be appointed by the
parties or the arbitrators nominated by the parties, within a time limit to be agreed in

2.

%JXIVGSR½VQEXMSRF]XLI'SYVXXLI7IGVIXEVMEXWLEPPMRJSVQXLITEVXMIWERHXLISXLIV

EHZERGIF]XLITEVXMIW -JRSXMQIPMQMX[EWEKVIIHF]XLITEVXMIW XLI'SYVXWLEPP½\

arbitrators of the arbitrator’s acceptance and of any declarations he/she made when

it. If the parties or the arbitrators nominated by the parties fail to nominate the third

accepting to serve as an arbitrator, requesting the parties and the other arbitrators to

EVFMXVEXSV[MXLMRXLIXMQIPMQMXEKVIIHF]XLITEVXMIWSV½\IHF]XLI'SYVX XLIXLMVH

comment in that regard.

arbitrator shall be appointed by the Court.
3.
4.

By accepting to serve, arbitrators undertake to carry out their duties with
independence and impartiality, and in accordance with these Rules and any mandatory

Each arbitrator, after completing the statement indicated in Article 13 of the Rules, is
RSXM½IHF]XLI7IGVIXEVMEXXSXLI'SYVXJSVGSR½VQEXMSR

provisions of the law governing the procedure, including with respect to the form and
the communication of the award, promptly notifying the Secretariat of any supervening

5.

GMVGYQWXERGIWXLEXQE]MR¾YIRGIXLIQ

-J XLI TEVXMIW LEZI RSX I\TVIWWIH E NSMRX [MPP SR XLI RYQFIV SJ EVFMXVEXSVW [MXLMR
XLI XMQI PMQMX JSV ½PMRK XLI%RW[IV XLI 'SYVX WLEPP ETTSMRX E WSPI EVFMXVEXSV YRPIWW
it considers appropriate the constitution of an arbitral tribunal composed of three

Art. 14 - Challenge and Replacement of Arbitrators

arbitrators. In the latter case, each party nominates an arbitrator and the parties jointly
nominate the third arbitrator, who shall act as president of the arbitral tribunal, within

8

1.

Each party may challenge an arbitrator within 15 days from receipt of the statement

XLIXMQIPMQMX½\IHF]XLI'SYVX-JXLITEVXMIWJEMPXSRSQMREXIXLIXLMVHEVFMXVEXSVXLI

indicated in Article 13.1 of the Rules or from the day when the party becomes aware

Court shall nominate him/her.

of any grounds for challenge.
9
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2.

The challenge shall be motivated. The Court shall decide on the admissibility of the

2.

-JFIJSVIXLI½PILEWFIIRXVERWQMXXIHXSXLIEVFMXVEXSVWXLI6IUYIWXMW[MXLHVE[RXLI

GLEPPIRKI EJXIVLEZMRKLIEVHXLIGLEPPIRKIHEVFMXVEXSV 8LI½PMRKSJEGLEPPIRKIHSIW

arbitration proceedings shall be considered terminated, unless the respondent wishes

not suspend the proceedings, unless the arbitral tribunal decides otherwise, after

to continue the proceedings and gives notice thereof to the Secretariat and the other

having heard the parties. However, if the challenge is accepted, the activity performed

party within 15 days of the receipt of the notice of the Request’s withdrawal. In this

by, or with the participation of, the challenged arbitrator shall be carried out again if

case, if the advance on costs has not yet been entirely paid, the respondent shall pay

XLI VIGSRWXMXYXIH EVFMXVEP XVMFYREP WS HIGMHIW ERH XS XLI I\XIRX XLI VIGSRWXMXYXIH

the remaining portion, at the request of the Secretariat.

arbitral tribunal establishes.
Art. 17 - Interim and Urgent Measures
3.

If an arbitrator is unable to act, he/she shall be replaced in accordance with the
provisions on the appointment of arbitrators. If an arbitrator resigns or the Court, after

1.

The party who obtains from the judicial authority an interim measure before the

LEZMRKLIEVHXLIEVFMXVEXSV½RHWXLEXXLIEVFMXVEXSVMWRSXMRETSWMXMSRXSTIVJSVQLMW

commencement of the arbitration proceedings or during their course shall promptly

her functions or that the arbitrator has not performed them properly, or ascertains that

notify it to the arbitral tribunal, the other party and the Secretariat.

other serious reasons of incompatibility or unsuitability for performing the functions of
EVFMXVEXSVI\MWXSVPEWXP]YTLSPHWXLIGLEPPIRKIEKEMRWXXLIEVFMXVEXSVXLIEVFMXVEXSVWLEPP

2.

Unless the parties agreed otherwise, the arbitral tribunal may, at the request of the

be replaced. In any event, the Court shall have the power, in its discretion, to directly

interested party, and after hearing the other party, adopt urgent measures. The arbitral

appoint a substitute.

tribunal may require the requesting party to provide a security deposit and establish
that a penalty shall be paid in case of failure to comply, informing the Secretariat

4.

thereof and submitting any such measures to the Court for its deliberation.

The Court may decide that the arbitrator is not entitled to any fee if he/she has
resigned without good cause or has not properly performed his/her functions.
3.

V.

THE ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS

9VKIRG]QIEWYVIWWLEPPFIKVERXIHF]QSHM½EFPIERHVIZSGEFPISVHIVWVIRHIVIHMR
the course of the proceedings and shall remain in force until the award is rendered,
unless a shorter term is indicated in the relevant order.

Art. 15 - Consolidation of Arbitrations
4.

;LIRQEOMRKXLIE[EVH SV[LIRVIZSOMRKXLISVHIVSVEXXLII\TMV]SJER]XIVQ

When disputes are related, the Court may, at the request of one of the parties, consolidate

indicated in the order, the arbitral tribunal, considering the behaviour of the parties in

two or more arbitration proceedings pending under these Rules into a single arbitration,

relation to the urgency measures, shall decide on the security deposit and the penalty.

after hearing the parties and taking into account any relevant circumstances, including
whether the arbitral tribunals have not been constituted yet or, if the arbitral tribunals have
been constituted, whether they are composed of the same arbitrators.

5.

If the arbitral tribunal has not yet been constituted, the aforementioned measures may
FIEHSTXIHF]XLI4IVQERIRX'SQQMXXIIJSV9VKIRG]1IEWYVIERHQE]FIQSHM½IH
or revoked by same Committee or by the arbitral tribunal once it is constituted.

Art. 16 - Transmission of the File to the Arbitral Tribunal
Art. 18 - Place of the Arbitration
1.

10

8LI7IGVIXEVMEXWLEPPTVITEVIEGSQTPIXI½PISJEPPSJXLIHSGYQIRXWVIGIMZIHJVSQ
each of the parties and, as soon as the advance on costs has been paid in accordance

The place of the arbitration may be chosen by the parties in the arbitration agreement or,

[MXL%VXMGPISJXLI6YPIW WLEPPXVERWQMXXLI½PIXSXLIEVFMXVEXSVWERHRSXMJ]XLI

PEXIV F]EKVIIQIRXF]XLITEVXMIW[MXLMRXLIXMQIPMQMXJSVXLI½PMRKSJXLI%RW[IV -RXLI

parties of its transmission.

latter case, the place of the arbitration shall be communicated to the Secretariat within the
11
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XMQIPMQMXJSVXLI½PMRKSJXLI6IUYIWX%FWIRXER]WYGLEKVIIQIRXXLITPEGISJEVFMXVEXMSR

the Secretariat and communicated by the Secretariat to the arbitral tribunal before

WLEPPFI½\IHF]XLI'SYVX[MXLHYIVIKEVHFIMRKKMZIRXSXLIMRHMGEXMSRWSJXLITEVXMIWERH
EPPSJXLISXLIVVIPIZERXGMVGYQWXERGIW7MRKPIEGXWSVWTIGM½GEGXMSRWSJXLITVSGIIHMRKWQE]

the arbitrators. The arbitral tribunal shall act in compliance with the principle of due

be performed elsewhere, if the arbitral tribunal considers it appropriate, after consulting

process and the provisions of these Rules.

XLIEVFMXVEXSVWEGGITXIHXSWIVZIERHLS[IZIVFIJSVIXLI½PI[EWXVERWQMXXIHXS

the parties.
2.
Art. 19 - Language of the Arbitration

If the arbitral tribunal is composed of more than one arbitrator and the arbitrators
do not reach a majority vote, the president of the arbitral tribunal shall determine
the rules governing the procedure.

1.

Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, the Request, the Answer, and the Reply to
Counterclaim shall be drafted in the language of the contract.

3.

With the consent of the parties, the arbitral tribunal can be assisted by a secretary,
provided that this does not involve additional costs for the parties, with the

2.

I\GITXMSRSJVIEWSREFPIERHHSGYQIRXIHXVEZIPI\TIRWIWVIPEXIHXSXLILIEVMRKW

Absent any agreement by the parties, the arbitral tribunal shall determine the language
of the arbitration, with due regard being given to all the relevant circumstances and, in
particular, to the language of the contract, the correspondence between the parties

Art. 22 - Conduct of the Arbitration

and the technical and accounting documentation.
1.
3.

The arbitral tribunal may authorize and request translations of documents or the
engagement of an interpreter, all to be carried out under the responsibility and at the

8LI EVFMXVEP XVMFYREP WLEPP GSRHYGX XLI EVFMXVEXMSR TVSGIIHMRKW MR ER I\TIHMXMSYW
manner and draft a procedural timetable to be transmitted, also in the case of
subsequent amendments, to the parties and to the Court.

cost of the party who has given rise to the need.
2.
Art. 20 - Applicable Rules of Law

The arbitral tribunal, without holding any hearings, may decide the case solely on
the documents submitted by the parties, if the parties jointly request so or give their
consent thereto in writing, also during the proceedings, without prejudice to the

1.

2.

The arbitral tribunal shall decide according to law, unless the parties have agreed that

parties’ right to submit written pleadings within the time limits, and in accordance

it shall decide ex aequo et bono.

[MXLXLIQSHEPMXMIW½\IHF]XLIEVFMXVEPXVMFYREP

If the arbitral tribunal decides according to law and the parties have not agreed upon

3.

the rules of law to be applied to the merits of the dispute, the arbitral tribunal, after
having heard the parties, shall apply the rules of law most closely connected to the

or of acquiring any other evidentiar y element.

relationship.
3.

In all cases, the arbitral tribunal shall take into account the provisions of the contract
and the trade usages.

Art. 21 - Rules Governing the Proceedings
1.

The arbitral tribunal shall conduct the arbitration proceedings taking into account the
requests of the parties and those parties’ agreements that have been transmitted to

12

The arbitral tribunal may, I\SJ½GMSSVEXXLIVIUYIWXSJSRISJXLITEVXMIW½\SRISV
QSVILIEVMRKWJSVXLITYVTSWIWSJLIEVMRKXLITEVXMIWXLI[MXRIWWIWSVXLII\TIVXW

4.

The arbitral tribunal may delegate the taking of evidence to one of its members.

5.

8LI EVFMXVEP XVMFYREP QE] ETTSMRX I\TIVXW VIUYIWX MRJSVQEXMSR JVSQ TYFPMG
authorities and request the assistance of the judicial authorities as permitted by the
law, also in order to ensure the appearance of witnesses. The arbitral tribunal may
proceed to the taking of evidence I\SJ½GMS or at the request of one of the parties,
always ensuring that the principle of due process is complied with.
13
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6.

Once the taking of evidence is complete, the arbitral tribunal may invite the parties

from its obligation to render an award. The arbitral tribunal shall take note thereof

XSWYFQMXEHHMXMSREP[VMXXIRTPIEHMRKWERHQE]½\ERSVEPLIEVMRK

and inform the Court in writing; the Court shall declare the proceedings terminated
and shall decide pursuant to Ar ticle 27 of the Rules.

Art. 23 - Hearings
3.
1.

The parties may request in writing that the arbitral tribunal render an award on the

The date of the hearings shall be set by the arbitral tribunal, after having heard the

basis of their joint requests; the arbitral tribunal may prepare a draft of the award

parties and with reasonable advance notice.

on the basis of the parties’ requests and submit the same draft to the Court in
accordance with the provisions of Ar ticle 27 of the Rules.

2.

The parties may appear in person or through duly empowered representatives and
QE]FIEWWMWXIHF]GSYRWIPERHI\TIVXW

3.

If one of the parties, although duly summoned, fails to appear without a valid reason,

VI. THE AWARD
Art. 26 - Partial and Final Award: Decision-Making Process

the arbitral tribunal, after having ascertained that the request for appearance was
TVSTIVP]RSXM½IHQE]TVSGIIH[MXLXLILIEVMRK

1.

The award shall be made by a majority vote and in the presence of all of the
arbitrators, either physically or by video, telephone or telematics conferencing or
by correspondence.

Art. 24 - Time Limit for the Award
1.

2.

The award shall state:

a.

the arbitrators, the parties and their counsel;

b.

the arbitration agreement;

8LIXMQIPMQMXJSVVIRHIVMRKXLIE[EVHQE]FII\XIRHIHF]XLI'SYVXYTSRXLI

c.

the seat of arbitration;

reasoned request of the arbitral tribunal or of one of the parties, or I\SJ½GMS.

d.

the facts of the dispute;

e.

the conclusions of the parties;

%JXIVXLIXMQIPMQMXLEWI\TMVIHXLIEVFMXVEPXVMFYREPWLEPPVIQEMRZIWXIH[MXLMXW

f.

the reasons upon which the decision is based, even in summary;

powers for the purposes of Article 32 of the Rules.

g.

the decision;

h.

the date and place of signature by the arbitrators.

Unless otherwise determined by the Court or by the parties, the arbitral tribunal
must render the award within two hundred and forty days from the date on which
EPPXLIEVFMXVEXSVWVIGIMZIHXLI½PIJVSQXLI7IGVIXEVMEX

2.

3.

Art. 25 - Award by Consent
3.
1.

-JXLITEVXMIWVIEGLEWIXXPIQIRXSJXLIHMWTYXIFIJSVIXLI½PILEWFIIRXVERWQMXXIH

The arbitrators shall also decide on the costs of the arbitration and legal costs, in
accordance with the Court’s decision pursuant to Article 27 of the Rules.

to the arbitral tribunal, they shall give written communication thereof to the Court,
requesting that the proceedings be terminated.

Art. 27 - Transmission of the Draft Award to the Court for Calculation of the Costs
and Expenses of the Arbitrators, of any Expert and of the Other Costs of the

2.

-JXLITEVXMIWVIEGLEWIXXPIQIRXSJXLIHMWTYXIEJXIVXLI½PILEWFIIRXVERWQMXXIH

Arbitration

to the arbitral tribunal, they shall give written communication thereof to the arbitral
tribunal, also informing the Secretariat and declaring the arbitral tribunal released
14

1.

%XPIEWXX[IRX]HE]WFIJSVIXLII\TMV]SJXLIXMQIPMQMXJSVXLIVIRHIVMRKSJXLI
15
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well as those made to the secretary of the arbitral tribunal.

award, the arbitral tribunal shall transmit to the Court the draft award, along with
any other relevant information for the Court to decide on the fees and other costs.
3.
2.

The Court, taking into account the AIA Fees for Arbitration Services and any other
VIPIZERX GMVGYQWXERGIW WLEPP HIXIVQMRI XLI JIIW ERH I\TIRWIW SJ XLI EVFMXVEXSVW

8LIEVFMXVEXSVWERHXLII\TIVXWMRZSMGIHMVIGXP]XSXLITEVXMIWER]EQSYRXVIGIMZIH
in connection with the arbitration, according to the legislation in force at the time of
the payment.

(including the costs of any secretary pursuant to Article 21 of the Rules), as well as
XLI%-%´WEHQMRMWXVEXMZIJIIW ERHXLIJIIWERHI\TIRWIWSJER]I\TIVXETTSMRXIHF]

Art. 30 - Rendering and Communication of the Award

the arbitral tribunal.
1.
3.

The decisions of the Court shall be binding on those interested.

4.

-RHYIXMQIFIJSVIXLII\TMVEXMSRSJXLIXMQIPMQMXJSVXLIVIRHIVMRKSJXLIE[EVHXLI

After having received the draft award, the arbitral tribunal shall complete the same by
MRGPYHMRKMRMXXLII\TIRWIWMREGGSVHERGI[MXLXLIHIXIVQMREXMSRWSJXLI'SYVX SV
ERRI\XSMXXLI'SYVX´WHIGMWMSRSRXLII\TIRWIW8LI½REPE[EVHWLEPPFIHVEJXIHMR
as many original copies as the parties are, plus one and shall be signed by the arbitral

Secretariat shall ensure that the amounts paid as advances on costs by the parties are

tribunal.The signature of the members of the arbitral tribunal can take place at different

likely to cover the arbitration costs. Should that not be the case, the Secretariat shall

dates and places and shall include the indication of the place and date of signature.

request the parties to pay additional amounts.
5.

Until the parties, or one of them, have fully paid to AIA all of the required amounts, the

2.

Court may suspend the time limit for the rendering of the award.

to Article 26 of the Rules, and that the minority was either unwilling or unable to sign
the award.

Art. 28 - Costs of the Arbitration in the Case of an Early Termination of the
Proceedings
1.

3.

An original copy of the award must be delivered to each party by the arbitral tribunal

-R XLI IZIRX SJ XLI XIVQMREXMSR SJ XLI EVFMXVEXMSR FIJSVI XLI VIRHIVMRK SJ E ½REP

within ten days of the last signature, by courier against receipt or by registered mail with

award, for whatever reason, the determination and allocation between the parties

VIRXP]XLIEVFMXVEPXVMFYREPWLEPP½PIERSVMKMREPGST]SJXLIE[EVHXSXLI7IGVIXEVMEX

return receipt; the receipt shall be sent to the Secretariat as soon as possible. Concur-

of the costs of the arbitration pursuant to Article 27.2 of the Rules shall be made by
the Court, taking into account the elements and the proposals made by the arbitral
tribunal and the Secretariat.
2.

In the event that the award is signed by the majority of the arbitrators, it is necessary
to state that it has been made with the participation of all of the arbitrators, pursuant

The decision of the Court shall be binding on the parties and on the arbitral tribunal.

Art. 31 - Custody of the Arbitration Files
1.

MREGGSVHERGI[MXL%VXMGPISJXLI6YPIW XLIEVFMXVEPXVMFYREPWLEPPXVERWQMXXLI½PI
to the Secretariat.

Art. 29 - Liability of the Parties and the Role of AIA Regarding the Costs of the
Arbitration
1.

The parties shall be jointly and severally liable for the costs of the arbitration.

2.

AIA has the role of mere treasurer and acts in the name and on behalf of the parties

3RGIXLIEVFMXVEXMSRMW½RMWLIHI\GITXJSVER]JYVXLIVEGXMSR[LMGLQMKLXFIVIUYMVIH

2.

The Secretariat, at the request of the parties, to be made within three months from
XLIVIGIMTXSJXLIEVFMXVEPE[EVH WLEPPVIXYVRXSXLITEVXMIWXLIHSGYQIRXW½PIHF]
them in the course of the proceedings and which the arbitral tribunal has returned to
the Secretariat.

[MXLVIKEVHXSXLITE]QIRXWQEHIF]%-%XSXLIEVFMXVEXSVWERHXSXLII\TIVXW EW
16
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3.

8LISJ½GMEP½PIWLEPPVIQEMRMRXLIGYWXSH]SJXLI7IGVIXEVMEXJSVXIR]IEVW

Art. 32 - Correction and Amendment of the Award

Art. 34 - General Rule for all Matters Not Expressly Provided
-REPPQEXXIVWRSXI\TVIWWP]TVSZMHIHJSVMRXLIWI6YPIWXLI'SYVXXLI7IGVIXEVMEXERHXLI
arbitral tribunal shall act in the spirit of the Rules.

1.

Within two months of receipt of the award by the parties, and, in any event, before the
E[EVHMWI\IGYXIHXLI'SYVXQE]I\SJ½GMS or at the request of one of the parties or

Art. 35 - Entry into Force of the Arbitration Rules, the AIA Fees for Arbitration

the arbitral tribunal, entrust the arbitral tribunal with the task of initiating proceedings

Services and the AIA Arbitrators Fees

to remedy possible omissions with respect to claims or objections raised by the parties

2.

or material or computational errors contained in the award.

1.

The arbitral tribunal, always in compliance with the principle of due process, shall

2.

TVSGIIHXSI\EQMRIXLIVIUYIWXJSVGSVVIGXMSRSVMRXIKVEXMSR[MXLMR½JXIIRHE]WERH

These arbitration Rules shall enter into force on 1st January 2016.
The arbitration proceedings pending at that date shall remain subject to the rules
previously in force, unless the parties and the arbitral tribunal agree otherwise, or

if necessary, shall gather the evidence in respect thereof.

the arbitral tribunal decides otherwise after having heard the parties; in case of
disagreement, the Court shall decide.

3.

In the event the arbitral tribunal accepts in whole or in part such request, it shall invite
the parties and the Secretariat to return to it the original copy of the award within

3.

AIA shall be free to amend these Rules.

4.

8LIERRI\IW%-%*IIWJSV%VFMXVEXMSR7IVZMGIWERH%-%%VFMXVEXSVW*IIWWLEPPIRXIV

seven days and shall transmit to the Court, within the time limit set by the Court, the
HVEJXEQIRHQIRXJSVXLITSWWMFPIHIXIVQMREXMSRSJXLII\TIRWIW

into force on 1st January 2016 and shall apply to proceedings commenced on or after
4.

Once it has received all of the copies, the arbitral tribunal shall issue once again

this date.

the award which includes the amendment or decided correction, clarifying that the
amended or corrected award replaces the one previously rendered, and it shall

5.

promptly communicate the amended or corrected award to the parties and the
Secretariat in the manner provided by Article 26 of the Rules.
5.

Where compatible, Articles 26 and 30 of the Rules shall apply.

VII. GENERAL RULES
Art. 33 - Duty to Comply with the Rules and Obligation of Confidentiality

AIA shall be free to amend the AIA Fees for Arbitration Services; for the pending
TVSGIIHMRKW XLIEQIRHQIRXWWLEPPIRXIVMRXSJSVGIHE]WEJXIVXLIMVRSXM½GEXMSRMR
the appropriate form, including the posting of the information on the AIA’s website.

6.

The arbitration proceedings shall be deemed commenced on the date on which the
Request is served on the opposing party pursuant to Article 9 of the Rules, also by
registered mail with return receipt. Where the Request is against multiple parties, the
relevant date is the date on which the same request is served upon all of the parties.

By accepting to serve, the arbitrator undertakes to comply with these Rules and to respect
XLIHYX]SJGSR½HIRXMEPMX][MXLVIWTIGXXSXLIGSYVWIERHXLISYXGSQISJXLITVSGIIHMRKW
by signing the statement provided in Article 13 of the Rules. The parties, the counsel, the
WIGVIXEV]SJXLIEVFMXVEPXVMFYREP XLII\TIVXWETTSMRXIHIMXLIVF]XLIEVFMXVEPXVMFYREPSV
by the parties, the witnesses and any other person who is requested and admitted to
participate to the proceedings administered by the AIA shall have the same duties and shall
be informed thereof at the time of the appointment or admission.
18
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ARBITRATION CLAUSES
Model Arbitration Clause
%PP HMWTYXIW EVMWMRK SYX SJ SV MR GSRRIGXMSR [MXL XLI TVIWIRX GSRXVEGX WLEPP FI ½REPP] WIXXPIH
F] EVFMXVEXMSR YRHIV XLI%-% 6YPIW SJ%VFMXVEXMSR F] SRI SV QSVI EVFMXVEXSVW 1) appointed in
EGGSVHERGI[MXLXLIWEMH6YPIW8LITPEGISJEVFMXVEXMSRWLEPPFICCCCCCCCCCCCCC8LIXVMFYREP
WLEPPHIGMHIMREGGSVHERGI[MXLPE[ 2).

___________
( 1)
( 2)

The parties may either indicate a “sole arbitrator” or “three arbitrators”.
The parties may decide that the sole arbitrator or the three arbitrators decide ex aequo et bono.

Model Clause for Company Arbitration
%PPHMWTYXIWEVMWMRKFIX[IIRWLEVILSPHIVWSVFIX[IIRWLEVILSPHIVWERHXLIGSQTER] 1) shall be
½REPP]WIXXPIHF]EVFMXVEXMSRYRHIVXLI%-%6YPIWSJ%VFMXVEXMSRF]EWSPIEVFMXVEXSVETTSMRXIHF]XLI
%-%´W'SYVXSJ%VFMXVEXMSRMREGGSVHERGI[MXLXLIWEMH6YPIW 2 8LITPEGISJEVFMXVEXMSRWLEPPFI
CCCCCCCCCCC8LIXVMFYREPWLEPPHIGMHIMREGGSVHERGI[MXLPE[ 3).

__________
(1) The parties are free to adapt the Model clause by inserting the following words: “SVFVSYKLXF]SV
against the directors, the auditors, and the liquidators”, if the parties decide that these kind of disputes shall
also be settled by arbitration.
(2) The parties may agree on an arbitral tribunal made of three arbitrators. In this case, the arbitrators
shall be appointed by the Court or by an appointing authority unrelated to the company, recommended
for this purpose by the Court.
(3) The parties may decide that the sole arbitrator or the three arbitrators may decide ex aequo et bono.

AIA FEES FOR ARBITRATION SERVICES
AIA ARBITRATORS FEES

Model Multi-Step Clause for Conciliation and Arbitration
-R XLI IZIRX SJ E HMWTYXI EVMWMRK SYX SJ SV MR GSRRIGXMSR [MXL XLI TVIWIRX GSRXVEGX XLI TEVXMIW
WLEPP½VWXEXXIQTXXSGSRGMPMEXIXLIHMWTYXI8LIGSRGMPMEXSV[MPPFIETTSMRXIHF]XLI%-%'SYVXSJ
%VFMXVEXMSREXXLIVIUYIWXSJXLIMRXIVIWXIHTEVX]8LIGSRGMPMEXMSRWLEPPFIGSRHYGXIHMRERSRJSVQEP
[E] JSPPS[MRKQIXLSHWEKVIIH[MXLXLIGSRGMPMEXSV -JXLIHMWTYXILEWRSXFIIRWIXXPIH[MXLMR
HE]WJSPPS[MRKXLIETTSMRXQIRXSJXLIGSRGMPMEXSV SV[MXLMREHMJJIVIRXXMQIPMQMXEKVIIHMR[VMXMRK
FIX[IIRXLITEVXMIW WYGLHMWTYXIWLEPPXLIVIEJXIVFI½REPP]WIXXPIHF]EVFMXVEXMSRYRHIVXLI%-%
6YPIWSJ%VFMXVEXMSRF]SRISVQSVIEVFMXVEXSVW 1 ETTSMRXIHMREGGSVHERGI[MXLXLIWEMH6YPIW8LI
TPEGISJEVFMXVEXMSRWLEPPFICCCCCCCCCCCCCC8LIXVMFYREPWLEPPHIGMHIMREGGSVHERGI[MXLPE[ 2).

___________
(1 )
(2)

20

The parties may either indicate a “sole arbitration” or “three arbitrators”
The parties may decide that the sole arbitrator or the three arbitrators may decide ex aequo et bono.
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AIA FEES FOR ARBITRATION SERVICES

AIA ARBITRATORS FEES

These Fees are applicable also to AIA’s duties pursuant to Articles 2 and 5 of the Rules.

Amount in dispute

)\TIRWIW ERH JIIW MRHMGEXIH MR XLIWI *IIW EVI WYFNIGX XS:%8 ERH XS XLI ½WGEP GLEVKIW
Up

FILING FEE FOR THE REQUEST € 500
INTERVENTION FEE € 2,000
FEE FOR THE FUNCTION OF APPOINTING AUTHORITY € 1.000
Amount in dispute
Up

Administrative expenses

Minimum

to

€

50,000

€

1,000

Maximum
€

2,000

from

€

50.000,01

to

€

100,000

€

2,000

€

3,500

from

€

100.000,01

to

€

200,000

€

3,500

€

5,000

from

€

200.000,01

to

€

500,000

€

5,000

€

9,000

from

€

500.000,01

to

€

1,000,000

€

9,000

€

18,000

provided for by law.

from

€

1.000.000,01

to

€

2,500,000

€

18,000

€

30,000

to

€

50,000

€

500

from

€

2.500.000,01

to

€

5,000,000

€

30,000

€

50,000

from

€

50,000.01

to

€

100,000

€

1,000

from

€

5.000.000,01

to

€

10,000,000

€

50,000

€

75,000

from

€

100,000.01

to

€

200,000

€

1,500

from

€

10.000.000,01

to

€

25,000,000

€

75,000

€

100,000

from

€

200,000.01

to

€

500,000

€

3,000

from

€

25.000.000,01

to

€

50,000,000

€

100,000

€

130,000

from

€

500,000.01

to

€

1,000,000

€

5,000

from

€

50.000.000,01

to

€

100,000,000

€

130,000

€

160,000

from

€

1,000,000.01

to

€

2,500,000

€

8,000

above

100.000.000,00

€

160,000

€

210,000

from

€

2,500,000.01

to

€

5,000,000

€

12,000

from

€

5,000,000.01

to

€

10,000,000

€

17,000

To calculate the AIA Fees for Arbitration Services and the AIA Arbitrators Fees, the amount

from

€

10,000,000.01

to

€

25,000,000

€

23,000

MRHMWTYXIMW½\IHSRXLIFEWMWSJXLI6IUYIWXERHXLIGSYRXIVGPEMQ MJER] ;LIVIXLI
EQSYRXMRHMWTYXIMWRSXWXEXIHXLI7IGVIXEVMEX½\IWXIQTSVEVMP]XLIEQSYRXSJXLIEHZERGI

from

€

25,000,000.01

to

€

50,000,000

€

30,000

from

€

50,000,000.01

to

€

100,000,000

€

45,000

above

100,000,000.00

€

55,000



+ 0,1%
SJXLIEQSYRXI\GIIHMRK
€ 100,000,000
1E\MQYQEQSYRX
€ 100.000

on costs using as a basis €100,000 pursuant to Article 11 of the Rules.
With regard to arbitration proceedings conducted by an arbitral tribunal made of three
arbitrators, the Court may multiply the amount of the arbitrator’s fees for each arbitrator,
GEPGYPEXIHSRXLIFEWMWSJXLISJGLEVKIWWIXSYXEFSZIYTYRXMPEQE\MQYQGSVVIWTSRHMRK
to the number of arbitrators.
In the event that the arbitrators’ fees are regulated by mandatory rules of law, these rules
shall apply.
Deposits must be made by bank credit transfer in favour of
ASSOCIAZIONE ITALIANA PER L’ARBITRATO

Banca Prossima S.p.A.
IBAN: IT 61 E 03359 01600 100000125553 - BIC: BCITITMX
22
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Associazione Italiana per l’Arbitrato
Via Barnaba Oriani, 34 - 00197 Roma
Tel. + 39 06 42014665/06 42014749 - Fax +39 06 4882677
info@arbitratoaia.org - arbitratoaia@pec.it
www.arbitratoaia.org

